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Columbus discovers Lasers
number again; dismisses
San Jose from ABL playoffs

The San Jose Museum of Art
showcases photographs taken
during the Civil Rights Era
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Football stays;
gender equity
to be achieved

Rock the vote

By Jeremiah Oshan
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turnout percentage of candidates running for office in the last
three years. Elections will be held March 18 and 19 at the
Student Union.

San Jose State. University could
become the first Califiernia school to
meet gender equity requirements
without cutting its football program, President Robert Caret told
the Academic Senate. on Monday.
Due to the high expenses of having a Division IA football program,
many schools have had to cut fieotball to free up enough money to
sports.
women’s
more.
have.
According to Caret, schools must
provide a similar number of men’s
and women’s athletic programs.
There is a need to have. a closer
representation of the. Httillt.nt hidy
in athletics. which is now 57 percent
women, Caret said.
Gender equity was not a topic of
much debate at the mee.ting. How
much the university should be.
was.
athletics
on
spending
Currently, athletics get 2.9 percent
I $4.7 million t of the annual budget,
iccording to Caret.
Academic senator and retired
profi.ssor Roy Young questioned the.
reasoning for continuing to fund an
expensive football team that has

consistently performed poorly.
"Why don’t we just concentrate
on improving our basketball program?" Young said. Currently football accounts for one-third of the
athletic budget.
Caret saw the possibility of a
playoff system to decide the football
championship as a good opportunity
for the smaller conferences, such as
the Western Athletic Conference, to
increase visibility and revenues and
the main reason for not abandoning
"Our goal is to stay in the (division) IA arena if the shakeup (a
year-end tournament ) occurs,"
Caret said.
In other business, the senate
passed three resolutions.
The first resolution passed dealt
with the use of surveys that assess
teaching effectiveness and was not a
topic of debate. There will be shorter versions of the 14 student evaluation questions and additional ways
to evaluate teacher performance
which will be placed in personnel
files
A resolution dealing with who
Svc Senate, page 12

Student loan program to aid rental costs
By

Nicholas Boer
semi ra, r

Rafael Ifiaz has plenty of time to dwell lin his housing predicimuent during the four hours he spends on
the. road each school day.
11/ San Jose State University
Diaz. whil
from Stockton, is hoping a siihsielized $5.501) student
Ii an will go through so he. can get ;Ill apart fluent close
Iii campus.
’I can’t move here because I can’t ieffOrd it.’’ Diaz
said. "All the time lin commiiiing
its kind of stressful.The average cost of a two-bedroom ipartment is
$9sh, according tll the Santa Clara Col, tv Housing
Authority Paying for half oldie, rent mink at up all of
Diaz’s loan in less than a year
Addressing Diaz’s need I ir financial ad and better
rental opportunities last week was State Treasurer
Nlatt Fong. At a press conference in San Jose. to
announce $l.:1 billion ill 111.X exempt bonds fir the.
state’s affordable housing crisis. 1"..ng brought up
another subject -- student loan,
"Affordable housing :ind higher education are. among
flue’ most iniportant issues facing California.- Fong said.
IF
who is running for the U.S Senate. in the June.
primary, pointed to the. SI 70 million in bonds lin ivided
for student loans in his first two years at, I reasurer as
proof of his commitment to higher education
But SJSII sociology profi.ssor Win Salisbury dot slit
think Fong has the. interests of students
like. Diaz
at heart.
"lie’s (Fong) buying off the, upper-middle. class with
student loans and buying off the middle. class with
housing,- Salisbury said.
Salisbury, who didn’t know the di tails of Fling’s plan,
said politicians in general design programs that target
the ivealthier classes la.cause they tend 11/ VIA(’ 111

greater
numbers
borrowing
Stafford Subsidized Loans available by class students
than the underclass.
million
in
$24
compared to county rental costs
-To the poor they
Stafford loans.
Say,
’Here.’s your
The
maximum
$9,000
$8.500
ration. Don’t worry
amount of money the
$8,000
and don’t vote;
school can loan to an
Salisbury said.
individual student is
$7,000
Roger Wildermuth,
limited by law and is
the treasureer’s press
linked to the overall
$6,000
Cl st of education, she
secretary, was unable
$5,500
$5,000
to furnish any inforsaid.
mation to show how
Cal Loans, one of
$4,000
S3.500
5.151’ students would
the programs created
benefit from thee stu$3,000 $2,625
by Fong, would not
dent loan program
do SISI’ students
$2,000
and conceedeci that
any good beecause the
much of the money
Stafford loan already
$1,000
goes to private instimeets the maximum
tutions. Wildermilth
amount Brown is
Freshman Sophomore Juniors.
Grad Students
allowted tel lend.
said the treasurer’s
Seniors
office cannot legally
Brown said that is
L.,
give direct aid to thee
why state loan propoor, but must work
grams such as Cal
cc it II in the frameLoans primarily aid
F,’, 111111 make students in high-priced private institutions
work of issuing tax-exempt bonds
iin)wn said :Isttle. from sclueol fees, housing repremoney available for both affordable housing and stii
sents thr single largest budget expense for SJS1: student loans.
Colleen Brown, interim director of financial aid at dents applying for financial aid
Susan liansen, director of housing at 5.1S1’, said 40
5J51’. had either not heard of or could not use thee loan
programs off’e’red by the treasurer [frown said 5.151 is percent of the 2.000 students living in the residence
able. to meet most student needs with the. Stafford loan halls and at Spartan Village )ii student -only 55-unit
fsedierally funded program offering both subsidizid ;wart inent complex a mile from campus I are on finanand unsubsidized loans. She said grant funds and spe
cial .0(1 At around $300 a month to share a room,
cial low interest rate loans her the pr art. scarce
Hansen said S.151. -s rent is lower than at San
firown ,atti tit
Francisco State 1..niversity iind is one of the lowest of
-There is such a limited pot Ft
Ill the urban CSI’ campuses Still. Hansen is con1111,1116,d aid for the poor l’Ilere Just isn’t enough
comic.% for the number of students %clue need it Thiel cerned about the tendency of students to borrow heavhas been an ongoing problem
ily to pay her the high cost of living.
Brown said this acach(mic year there are 6,800 5.151
Sec Fong. page’ 12

Donations light up concert benefit
Minds Leigh (riser
Ft 11111

lir, U Vrrirrr

Moth Pasquinelli gets ready for the annual Spring Benefit for the School of Music and
Dance. This year the performance forcused on George Gershwin songs from his many musicals. Funds raised will help pay for a new lighting system for the Music Concert Hall.

The old lights in the Music
’onceert flail at Sim Jose State
I’Mversity were hireR shining during Sunday’s well received -More
Than Gershwin Spring Benefit
Concert .The concert was ,e benefit to help
raise funds to rtplace
cum.nt
lighting system with a more modern
one
With
the. current
system,
installed ill 1956, lighting changes
can Illtly bee made from ten stage itnil
are .(1’1.11
1111(111’MP SOM11 find
long extension cords and jeans -clad
technicians scurrying on and off the.
stage districting,
"I can’t believe that these. lights
are. st old," 5.1St’
I)avid Wells
said "It was quite. distracting to the.
performance to see people wandering on and off stage."

Lac1111111’ S11111*(1111.
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tor t hi.
Itimianit les
anti Art s, cc is pleased with the.
turnout.
’AVe had about :100 people. in
attendance
a lot ot them were
freini the community and about Otto
.10 students,- Simpson ’,tit!
hIll F1’

Thy (1)11(111 ,Ipttird %%Oh
tient tap &Intl. titimbo,r from

"--12nel
Street.- which was choreographed
bv SJSU alumnus Bick ioss
"I liked the opening number the
best because it OH" 1:1S1 111111 111/1/1’,1t.
which really caught my attention.said Rebecca Gladstone. an art history major
The. show ti.at tired a wide variety
111 vocals, dance
mIld piano :thing
with a comic moneiloi.,me. presented
by former S.ISU Presidemt John
a combination
perfOrmers from Opera San Jose
tee The Spartoons, an a cappella
singing group Thee Spartoons were
VI/Cals C1111SiSt141 Of

if

organized in the 1970s during
Bunzas presidency iind are compesed tel Bunzel. local businessmen
and 5.151 music students.
Midway through the performance.. barely clothed. barefoot
dancers trim) the Limon Dance
Company
dressed in multi -colored, low-cut shorts iind tank tops
- demonstrated a provocative and
modern fierni of body movement
made up of dancing and embracing.
According to Simpson, about
$11,200 was raised in ticket sales at
the door
"We also received an anonymous
donation of $3,500 on Saturday,"
Simpson said
Ted Lucas, director of the school
of Music and Dance, said replacement iel the lighting system is
expected tee begin this summer.
"Wt. use the Hall every day, so we
expect to begin replacing the lights
this summer after school gets out,
1.11C/IS Said
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Journalist ready
for midlife; bring
on the experience

Uncle Sam’s dole
to corporations:
obscene handout

ktlog yi9511014KCART:p0A1
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f I follow the average white American
female, I shall die by
age 79 and a half,
the
according
to
National Center for
Health Statistics. At 35,
I am nearing middle age
and perhaps a crisis if I
psychologists
believe
who lecture the lifespan
perspective.
Contrary to current
lifespan theory, my socalled crisis is ecstatic
energy. Restless, I am
anxious to explore the opportunities my experience and education have opened for me.
Psychology books tell me I should be more
settled now noire reflective and more realistic. Instead, my life couldn’t be more uncertain. Where do I want to work after graduation? Do I want another child? Another pregnancy, dirty diapers? Will I remarry? for love?
for companionship? for money, this time? In
other words, do I want to repeat my 20s?
Hell yeah, I say. As many times as possible.
Only, the second or third time around my
heart will be less vocal and my brain will
speak louder.
Many women are feeling the same way
lately, according to studies funded by the
National Science Foundation. The studies
show that confident women between ages 35
and 55 were more happy pursuing goals than
seeking relationships.
The Re-Entry Advisory Program at San
Jose State University advises students over
age 25. According to the program’s brochure,
about a quarter of SJSU’s student population
is over age 30, and SJSU data show students
age 35 through 59 represent the third largest
student population on campus after the 20 to
24 and 25 to 29 age groups.
The years have evolved into knowledge,
into power. Midlife becomes new life, a reincarnation. My chance to carve out and sculpt
a destiny begins at this midpoint.
When I was 20, I was afraid reaching this
point would be boring and, well, old. Didn’t
middle-aged fblks swallow a Geritol tablet
every morning and twirl with Lawrence Welk
in the evening? Didn’t half of middle-aged
married couples split the furniture and sell
the house when the husband took up with a
mistress?
Things have changed, especially for middle-aged women, especially for me. Choices
abound. Department stores sell youth in overthe-counter packages and surgeons erase
creases that falsely tell the world this woman
is old, useless. Yes, women have been reborn,
repackaged and remarketed.
Welcome the days when men and women of
all ages admire and adore middle-aged
women on magazine covers and under the
covers. Bold and daring middle-aged women
are having children, running businesses and
making their own choices.
When I talk to my mother she always tells
me I should have done all this when I was 18.
And I always respond yes, I know and I am.
Cindy Scarberry is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Clinton and
Bill
Congress passed a
welfare reform act,
claiming it was necessary
to balance the budget but
they didn’t touch the
biggest piece of welfare
corporate welpork
fare.
They should have
eliminated it. Our country’s infrastructure is
shaky and the billions
given to corporations
should be used to make
the American dream
actually possible.
We constantly hear schools, police departments and many necessary regulatory agencies are short the funds they need to operate
effectively because the "money just isn’t there."
A 1994 study by the Center for the Study of
Responsive Law showed the federal government spent $167 billion on corporate tax
breaks and handouts $1,400 per taxpayer
in one year.
The budget for Aid for Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC), food stamps,
public housing and other social welfare pro$400 per
grams was just over $50 billion
taxpayer the same year.
A 1996 Boston Globe article said corporate
welfare cost $5 billion more than indiviudal
welfare.
One of the worst examples is the 1872
Mining Act, which is still in effect. It says a
corporation can take legal ownership of any
public land not classified as a wilderness or
park by patenting it.
Patenting means declaring you believe the
land holds valuable minerals and spending
$500 on land improvement for mineral development. The landholder must file a claim and
pay the government $2.50 to $5 an acre for it.
Since 1987 the American Barrick Resources
Corp. has extracted $8.75 billion worth of gold
from public land in Nevada. The federal government is preparing to sell the land to the
corporation for $15,000.
The company’s public relations department
said American Barrick paid $11.5 million since
1987 to maintain its claims and $80 million in
taxes. That’s a tax rate of less than 1 percent
on $8.75 million.
The 1872 Mining Act doesn’t require companies that pollute land during mineral
extraction to clean up the pollution.
This mining subsidy resulted in 12,000
miles of polluted streams and 56 abandoned
mine sites that are so polluted they are listed
on the Environmental Protection Agency’s
Superfund list of the United States’ worst hazardous waste sites.
We gave the mining companies the land at
rock bottom prices and let them create environmental disasters that we pay the bill for
cleaning up.
These welfare queens then use the money
saved to gain undue influence in our government to finance campaigns of politicians who
maintain these subsidies.
I say cut the bums off.
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Let the games begin: prison gladiators
fellow Spartans, I am officialMyly announcing my candidacy for
Governor of California.
Seeing as how I am not a true politician, I am not going to promise you this
or tell you I will do that. Hell, I won’t
even tell you to "Read my lips."
Well, then why should you vote for
me? It’s simple, really. Under the Mr.
Bad Example ticket I am making only
one pledge and everything else economic growth, lower taxes and better
education will fall into line.
I am pledging to get tough on crime,
and the beauty of it is that my policy has
already been implemented in a trial
run.
In a King’s County correctional facility, prison
officials had, for their amusement, pitted inmates
against one another in gladiator-style fighting
matches.
Naturally, the American Civil Liberties Union is
all in a tizzy about the "atrocities" being perpetrated in the prison. They claim that the incarcerated
version of Ultimate Fighting Championships is
cruel, inhumane and a violation of the prisoners’
rights.
Hey, ACLU, shut your freakin’ bleeding-heartget-in -everyone’s-business-mouths and go find
some real travesty of justice.
Is this cruel? No, these are hardened criminals.
Is it inhumane? No, these men and women live
like caged animals; by committing crimes they
have become less than human.
But my decision to run for governor hinged on
the statement from the self-righteous ACLU
morons who said that gladiator-style fighting was
a violation of the prisoners’ rights. Huh? I’m as liberal as they come, but this asinine statement
makes me want to find those short-sighted
"activists" and show them what a violation of
rights is all about.
It would seem to me that when Inmate No.
3456754 decided to pull the trigger and splatter my
friend’s brains all over the wall, he forfeited his
rights. When Inmate 4572848 decided to abduct
and rape a six-year-old girl, he handed over his
claim to any human rights he may have possessed.

Think about it, people. What better
deterrent is there for criminal activity?
"Let me see, do I rob this liquor store
and cap the owner? Or do I go home and
watch ’Cops’?"
With the possibility of having to face
either Bubba or Snake in what would
make a World Wrestling Federation
steel-cage match look like a third grade
slap fight, I think the choice is easy.
"Bad boys, bad boys whatcha gonna
do, whatcha gonna do when they come
for you?"
I won’t even call my new system punishment, but rather what I’ve dubbed
"the method of justice."
"The method of justice’s" effect would
be sweeping and far reaching. There would be
varying degrees, or levels, of matches kind of
like weight classes in boxing.
Hardened criminals would be pitted against
each other. Lesser offenders, such as forgers, would
square off against bike thieves. The beauty of "the
method of justice" is that there would be an end to
crime in sight. Hard-core criminals would kill each
other oft on TV of course, and others like drunk
drivers would get tired of having the tar beaten out
of them. Under this method of justice, you must
fight once a week for the duration of your sentence.
So you either die or get tired of having the smackdown put to you. I told you it’s simple.
Hell, I wouldn’t even jaywalk or speed.
With the reduction in the number of prisons
needed, the money California currently spends
could be used for education and tax breaks for real
hard-working citizens ( yes, white collar crimes are
still subject to "the method of justice"). The capital
and human resources could be put back into things
like infrastructure, creating not only a better
California, but a better civilization.
When voting day rolls around, remember that Al
Checci is all talk, Gray Davis is only good for signing payroll checks and Dan Lundgren is an insensitive pot basher.
VOTE Mr. Bad Example for a real change and
some pretty good entertainment.
Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily sports editor
His column appears every Tuesday.

Ed Oberweiser is a Spartan Daily
senior staff writer

Joint library proposal demands quality research
rr here are usually two sides to every story.
.1 Usually.
In the case of the proposed joint library
between the city of San Jose and San Jose
State University, there is more, lots more.
The multi -million dollar deal, that outgoing San Jose Mayor Susan Hammer said
she would see completed this year, has too
many players involved to railroad this plan
through.
And while planning and studies might
have been done and redone, plans aren’t
people and plans don’t feel the real impact
of decisions that don’t take into account
every aspect of the deal.
Yes, the library could be considered a gem
in terms of appearances for the city and university, but there are several issues that
need serious consideration.
First, parking. Plans have called for a
parking structure north of campus, which

EDITORIAL
would also be used as a city lot, especially
in the event that the city moves its offices
City Hall and such to a plaza created in
a four block radius on Seventh Street.
Finding parking in one of the three SJSU
lots during the mornings is about as easy as
finding affordable textbooks anywhere.
Increase traffic to include city workers and
San Jose citizens using the library and the
parking structure becomes a moot point.
Second, the displacement of SJSU programs. One proposal for the library calls for
a structure to be built in the vicinity of the
University Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall and
the Wahlquist buildings. To demolish one or
all of these in order to put up a shiny new
building displaces students and faculty
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EDITORIAL

Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and
may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu
or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.

Editorials are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editorial hoard.
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Opinion page policies

the people who actually use the classrooms
and offices.
Where would these people KSJS radio
go?
and the Theater Arts Department
Would they, for their sacrifice for the cause,
be housed in a new facility as well? Or
would they be shuffled off to a remote "hole"
on campus, while dignitaries and big wigs
pat themselves on their backs about their
shrine to Hammer?
Third, the public use of a university
library. Fourth, the cost to taxpayers. Etc.,
etc.
We are not against the joint library, but
building something without looking at
every angle just to have a shiny penny to
show off is doing a disservice to the taxpayers of California, the citizens of San Jose
and the students of SJSU.
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Daily Mass from 12.05 - 12:30

Twits fascinated by the opinion piece on Michael Jordan.
Fascinated in the sense that
Yvette Anna Trejo would see fit
to serve Michael Jordan up as
a "role model to emulate."
The fact that Jordan is probably the best basketball player
ever to grace the court might
go without challenge. And the
fact that he has never been
fianul in any compromising
position should be lauded.
But to suggest that his "peoph’ skills are of the same caliber as his basketball techni(1ues" is a shallow attempt on
Trejo’s part to be swept onto
the giant bandwagon of
Michael Jordan emulators.
Never get these two things
mixed up; first, the simple fact
that these players are paid
overwhelming amounts of
money to wear products and
support the commercialization
of the public by large corporations (such as Nike) about

408 i 924 4330

Tiiiisilas from 4

(408i 272.0977
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U.S. sanctions against Iraqi people wrong
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a response to John
leyr.’s
r. opinion piece
the current Iraq
crisis going on with the United
Status.
In particular, I had real
problems with this statement:
"I think the United States is
getting soft, waiting on diplomatic ntations.... This war
monger is the modern day
!Mier."
First, the United States has
been anything but soft; rather
it has used its weapon of mass
destruction, which comes in the
form of economic sanctions.
Let’s remember who the. real
victims of the sanctions are.
No, it’s ma Ilussein, but innocent people, most of whom are
too young to even understand
t lie conflict.
This comomic sanction is
more ruthless and immoral
II’-
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Kids have never taken guidance from their parents. If you could travel back in
time and observe the original primate family in the original tree, you would see the’
primate parents yelling at the primate teenager for sitting around all day instead of
hunting for grubs and berries like dad primate. The you’d see the primate teenager
stomp up to his branch and slam the leaves.
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This is a documented historical fact, yet most so-called
educated people’ (including
Meyer I do not know this or fail
to realize its significance.
Hussein is no saint, granted,
but he has nowhere near the
amount of blood on his hands
that the United States has
accumulated over the course of
time.
Just like Nazi Germany. the
United States has abused, and
continues to abuse. power The
abuse will carry on because of
the misintiirmation that most
people receive via the Spartan
Daily or any other mass media
format.
The Tieople of the’ world will
jump for joy when the.17riiited
States finally takes a fall.

than anything Hussein has
done. So far, these sanctions
have killed more than one million Iraqi citizens.
Second. let’s realize’ who the
real Nazis are of the world
today. Meyer claims it’s
Hussein, but he wasn’t the one
who hired Nazi war criminals
like the United States has.
Yes, the so-called "democratic" country, the protector of lib.,
liberty and the pursuit (if happiness, used Nazi war criminals to train Latin American
militaries which wreaked
havoc on individuals who were
trying to establish real democracy in their countries+
And these couritries-are still
feeling the effects to Ons very
day The Third Reich is alive
and kicking today in Latin
America thanks to the United
States.
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Kids have gotten beaten up,
stabbed and even shot for their
Michael Jordan Nike’s.
Jordan makes well over
$100 million a year in salary
and endorsements. Don’t be
surprised when Nike takes
Jordan on a "publicity tour" of
one or two factories which they
have "cleaned up," dragging the
press along behind them to
report back to us what a wonderful corporation Nike is to
work for.
The only reason Jordan
might take notice of sweatshop
conditions is because of public
outcry and the fear that he
may somehow have his reputation tarnished if this outcry
proves to be true and he did
nothing to stop it.
If you don’t believe me, just
ask Kathy Gifford. Shell tell
you.

which they know or care little
about, and second, that they
are business people looking out
for their own interests first.
Do you really believe that
Jordan only recently was made
aware of the conditions which
are known to exist in the Third
World countries where most of
Nike’s products are manufactured?
You state that "he is not
going to let this slide past
him." Where has he been all
the other years in which he
was endorsing Nike products?
If he was so interested about
working conditions in Thailand
and China, why has he waited
so long to investigate’?
And if he is such a good
Samaritan, as you proclaim,
why doesn’t he convince Nike
to make a basketball shoe
which he would endorse which
would cost under $50? Some
models of his shoes cost over
$200 a pair!
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Grisham wins in court
Bare buns direction fun
NEW YORK (API- Peter Cattimeo used ;I revealing technique to
gain the trust of actors in "The Full Monty."
"I took my clot he’s off," said the director of the hit nuivie about it
motley crew who turn to stripping. "Not all of them, of course. I didn’t want to make them ill. But it helps build camaraderie once you’ve
seen each other’s buns."
But the move belied the truth: that Cattaneo, now nominated fir
an Oscar, didn’t always trust himself
"I was very nerviius," the 34-year-old said in the March issue of
Enteroanment magazine.

(;risliam can breathe a sigh of relief
WASHINGTON
-- thanks to the Suprenie I’olio
Without comment Monday the court let stand rulings that
Grisham did not illegal]) borrow from ;mother book in writing the
Chamber"
l’ollv Nelson, who wrote’ "Deti’neling the Devil" about being mass
murderer Ted Iteindy’s laWyvr, w;is Irving to revive her copyright infringement lawsuit ;igainst
Nelson’s book w;is published in 199.1, ii rew vvieks idler I ;rishani’s
best Selli.r came out /ler lawsuit alleged that Grisham, through his
inn but of her book and
IttiblISIDT, had :,ict3.ss II, a pr-icopied parts of it
A federal judge in 1990 dismissed her claim, saying it was "merit less" because the books Wuri. substantially different An appeals
court upheld the dismissal last year.

Dare Barty. American author and politica! humorist
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ATTENTION GUYS AND GIRLS

BE A MATRIX MODEL
EARN $$

PART-TIME OPENINGS
AUTOWEB rum (www autoweb.com),
a fun, last -pared Internet company, has
immediate part time openings for positive
team players

t. ..et a tree tut, eolor.
IllaisPOVet

\ larch 3tli to sign up
Or call 1.1.-1. at
(SIX)) 282-2822
est -10S7

Customer care Specialist

.T:zpautoweb.corn’

in s stiletto
\ lust ha%
Ilvalt11

Matrix on campus
In front of Student Union

We use a multi -program approach including
manual, electronic and voice data entry. Positions
are available for morning or afternoon shifts. Requires
knowledge of web browsers, databases, Word, and Excel

fax resume to (40e) 777-9S13 or email to lobsiiriautoweb corn

ni, and

BLOT a lii, nd

hair and %s ant to update Shill look

Data Entry

Responsibilities include customer support over the phone and
email to increase the effectiveness of our service to consumers
Requires one year customer service experience,
and dealers
excellent interpersonal and communication skills, good computer
skills and ability to multi task

oo.00l.thol000 ’,Nov too,- io ,ro. wok

4

Model call is March 26
I hursel.e, at 7:00 pm
,it Ilhe 1 ilium
(downtown)
11X) Almaden Blvd.
how’ CA
(40S) 28;4-2100
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Women’s rugby makes strides,
still plagued by ’inexperience’
injury. Another try was scored
before the. end of’ the first half as a
(’St player sprinted close to the.
length of the. field unthreatened.
Held scoreless in the first half.
Although a loss was added to
be able SJSU used the. time at half totry to
their record, you we
get in sync with each other
to tell by their spirits.
"The. first half is usually like. our
An extremely motivated San
Jose State University women’s practice." said junior co -captain
rugby team (1-21 played a tough Christina Francisco. "We’re getting
against used to working with the players.
Saturday
on
game
California State University, ( ’hic() We. realized what each other’s
(1-0), but "inexperience.- prevailed weaknesses were."
In the. second half the Spartans
as the. Spartans lost 15-0 .
"They don’t know how to get held their own and didn’t allow the.
tackled. They’re new to the spirt." Wildcats to score off of them. Chris
Coach Karl ’toucher said. "We’ve Marine), Chico State. coach, thought
got to go through the painful first there we’re. a couple of things that
kept his team from scoring in the
year part first."
In the first half it was clear that second half.
-They begin to deviate from the.
the Chico State. Wildcats were the.
more aggressive team. The players regular panic’ plan sometimes,- be.
were constantly communicating said.
Marino said that there are. times
and encouraging each other, and
when a loss of continuity can occur
they well’ working well ;is e timn.
In the. first half. the. Wildcats in the second half.
Ho said that the Wildcats will
scored 15 points, five. coming after
a Wildcat went (lawn with ;in ankle. continue to build on the. base’s and
Its Yvette Anna Trejo
scan NX ’tor

boost that confidence.
Although the Spartans did not
score in the second half either, they
came out looking cohesive.
"In the second half we had a
whole lot more support," said
junior Betsaida (7ruz."You gotta be
there for your teammates.
"By the. second half we knew
what our weaknesses were and we
got it together,- said Cruz. "AS a
rookie team we’re doing really
Fre ’di ii in co- capt ain Hilda
Vazqui.I. agreed.
"I theiught we did a great job
since’ we had a lot of new players,"
she. said. "The. second half was
really good. I think we. put it all
together."
Coach Laucher said that the
team is always on the learning
curve.
"It’s a bittersweet experience all
the. time," he said. "We. just need
continuity. They’re still making
even our experienced
mistakes
it ese’rs

Chico State goes ’Wild’cat on SJSU men;
grinds Spartans down in 33-8 defeat
By Yvette Anna Trejo
N.Vrittr
The. score may not show it. but
the action on the. field told a different story
Saturday’ afternoon San Jose
State. University’s men’s rugby
team came up short in its :i:i loss
against the. Wildcats of Calit; crone
State. University, Chico, but it sure
was a good battle.
Although the Spartans’ fire.
didn’t pick up until the second
half. there were some iewe some
moves in the first half showing
great teamwork.
Tempers flared among a few
players, but the game. curried on
and nicest players managed to compose themselves.
"(Ince> is always a good team."
Spartans coach Mike. McDonald
said. "There. were twee equal teams
out there today_

’).)//
a
during
player
rugby
Chic%)
ahold
of
a
grabs
San Jose State University’s Jennifer Peixote
match on Saturday. SJSUwomen’s rugby team lost 15-0 to Chico State. This Saturday, the
Spartans will visit University of California at Davis for a match.

Spartan_Shorats
Women’s Tennis
’Ile Si ): cnians defi.iited Se tithe rn
I ’tech.’ Ti) in luiti-confiTilicv play.
In singles play. Spartans Mary
Moraine won 6-1, 7-5, Michelle
Met ni won 6-0, 6-0; Amy
Hank:ton were 7-6 ’7 1 ), 6-1;
I leat her Klein won 61), 6-1. Mya
Nlashayekh won 6-1. 6 0
lie doubles play, the. team of
Lit Nlarpuri and Daisy Hurst
won 5-1 and Stephanie SarteAnna lititka won 8-4.
Spartans rt.cord novv
stands at 5-2.
Women’s Water Polo
The. 19th -ranked Spartans
..von two matches Sunday
against Loyola Nlarymount i 1 1 .4i and Redlands (3-1) The. wins
bring the.m a ninth place. finish
in the Gaucho Women’s Water
heisted by Ur
Polo In
Santa Barbara,
The. Spartans record now
stands at 8-4.

r49e

Women’s Swimming
The Spartans concluded the.
1997-98 season with a tenth
place finish, six new school
records and two Swimming
National (’hampionships quithfYing marks at the. 1998 WA(
Championships held in Federal
Way, Washington.
Th( Spartans 123 points ue
teatri standings improved them
four places over their 1997 finish
at the. WA(’ Championships.
The. 400-medley and the 400
and 800-freestyle relay teams all
set school records and the. 400
and 800 -freestyle relay teams

for the 111(e; I’S
Swinatung Nalitaid (1-tantrixtsilive; tee
be held in ;Minneapolis in April.
El iii ( ’arlsson set new Spartan
marks in the. 500 and the. 1650
secretfreestyle rims I her fifth tunic. in the 500.
tree’s)
also was an N(’AA
provisional qualifying mark
(ln tchen Cook set the other
5.151’ rticeiril with her time in the
400-individual medley.

tit- team on the field,
-I knew what wt. were. gonna
face and we. tried to attack that. We
know that San Jose is going to be.
bigger t icc ID we’ ;ire., but we’ve got
better skills," said McMillan. "We
need to play rughy ;Ind not get into
a boxing match. The Spartans camp out in the
second half a motivated team and
scored some’ points.
Spartan ( %trios Melee scored a try
to give. the. te.am its first five. points.
1\leioneyharn
I)unig
Teammate
kicked a penalty kick tier the. other
three Spartan points.
a game you play with
intensity and bv example of’ your
play,- Spartan I) cog Nliaineyham
said. "We lacked the fire and
dosirc Games crc’ won by who
wants it the nicest
Thy Spartans aro gearing up to
piae t homt. last league game against
University
State
California
Nliiiitorey Bay

Even the odds.

Spartan sh,wts were corn/a/v(1
by Terri Is" Mtlner

SJSU

e".1
I
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Free Consultation With This Ad
Acne and Scar
Treatment Center
Fast Results - No Drugs
Affordable
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La Rose Skin Care
Cupertino Medical & Professional Center
10311 S DeAma Blvd , 04
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Join AmeriCorps, the domestic Peace Corps. By tutoring kids, restoring streams and
parks, building playgrounds, helping communities hit by disasters, serving in a health
clinic, or meeting other important needs, you’ll help others succeed.
When you join Amet iCorps for one year, you get:
* A living allowance and health care
* Skills for your future
* Deferment of qualified student loans
* Almost $5,000 for education
* An experience you’ll never forget

11()BK( )W

r-F EST

408.257.5481
Before

’It took us a half to get going We
were down 14-11 within thy first live.
minutes. I think they were’ a little
more ready to go at kickoff," he. said.
The Spartans were. shut out in
the first half 21-0, hut brought it
together in the. second.
"We came out with intensity, hut
not enough,- Spartan Peter Carlin()
said. ’’A lot of our game’s we I ’net up
being a second half’ team."
Wildcat’s captain Matt Eggert
attributed the. Spartans’ perfierMitnel’ tee their fitness level.
’Our fitness level is much higher them theirs, ;meet t hat shows later
in the game.,- Wildcat Matt Eggert
is what
said. "That kind of we
draws temps toge’the’r.
"If you’re playing as hard in the
last five minute’s is you are in the
first five. minutes, the. either team
probably isn’t," he. said.
Chico
State.
coach :Matt
Mc:Millan said that he makes it a
point to have his team be the "most

Preparation

Services
After

11)81

Wiri.7ei78 x1211
18101) 126-2769

Sound interesting? Call AmeriCorps for more information.
1400-942.2677 (TDD 1-800-833-3722),
Or visit our websete at http://wwvi.ens.gov
AmeriCorps
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Columbus ends Lasers
By Jon Perez
Staff Writer

The Lasers ended the season
with a loss to the Columbus
Quest, but not before they were
able to show what they were
made of and what they can
become.
"I think San Jose has
improved just as much as anybody," Quest Head Coach Brian
Agler said, after his team beat
the Lasers 74-62 Sunday night
at the San Jose Event Center.
After losing the first game of
the American Basketball League
Semi-Finals by a score of 94-88,
the Lasers were swept by the
same team that swept them in
last year’s playoffs.
But it didn’t look that way during the game. Backed by 4,409
fans, the Lasers’ offense was running smoothly until good Quest
defense and a trey by Columbus
forward Katie Smith at the 3:41
mark in the fourth quarter broke
a close two-point game.
"We waited for our breaks and
finally took advantage of it,"
Agler said. "That was a huge
shot. She (Smith) made a separation when she made that shot."
Smith said that she lets the
offense come to her and was
ready when she took the shot.
"It kind of put us up and gave
us momentum," Smith said, who
will play in the finals against the

Long Beach Stingrays on March enabled the Quest to thwart
Laser runs.
7 in Long Beach.
Quest guards Tonya Edwards
Smith was the go-to-player in
the fourth quarter. Her nine and Shannon Johnson, whose
points, in a quarter where no forced drives in the first half
points were scored until after the resulted in turnovers, were able
to bear down and select their
first two minutes, were huge.
producing key baskets
"Katie Smith took over the shots
game," Lasers Head Coach in the third and fourth quarters.
With 1:10 left in the game and
Angela Beck said.
Combined with a total of 21 the Lasers trailing 66-60, Quest
years of experience from center players were fouled in hopes of
Valerie Still and forward Andrea them missing their foul shots.
Lloyd, the Quest were able to This turned a close game into a
overcome good offensive sets by 12 point loss.
"They played a great game.
the Lasers which produced an
eight-point lead halfway through They just answered every call,"
Beck said. "I think we gave them
the second quarter.
"They, in a way are underrat- our best shot."
With the season over, Beck
ed," Laser guard Jennifer Azzi
said. "She’s (Still) definitely a pointed out that the Lasers have
a good nucleus and experience,
great defensive player."
Still made Laser center but need to improve in player
Clarisse Machanguana work personnel and more time.
"We could use another banger
hard for her 13 points, while
shutting down passes down into and another three-point shooter,"
the middle. This forced the Beck said. "We need a little more
Lasers to spread the floor by time to get our system together."
With Azzi, forward Charlotte
penetrating the Quest zone
defense and kicking it out to Smith and Machanguana, Sam
sees the potential of the team.
open shooters and slashers.
"If I were G.M. (general manLaser forwards Sheri Sam
and Shelley Sandie benefited the ager) I would make very few
most from this with Sam’s dri- changes," Sam said.
Fan support isn’t bad either.
ving baskets and Sandie’s deadeye shooting. Sandie was a per- The fans chanted "Lasers" for
fect 4-for-4 in field goals in the the last minute of the game,
which didn’t go unnoticed.
second quarter.
"Our fans this year have been
Experience and the ability to
beat defenders at every position incredible," Azzi said

ift 4,11: 19 1144 t
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Kedra Holland-Corn lies on the court after being fouled in the first quarter. The Lasers lost to the
Columbus Quest 74-62 in an ABL semi-final playoff game and were eliminated from the playoffs.
Columbus will now take on the Long Beach Stingrays for the ABL title

Spartans take two of three from Hawai’i, including a 23-8 laugher
By Kevin W. Hecterrum
Senior Stall Writer

The San Jose State University baseball team is now in first place in the
Western Athletic Conference West
Division.
In their conference opener, the host
Spartans sunk the Rainbow Warriors,
taking two of three from No. 19
University of Hawai’i. SJSU won 7-2
Friday and 23-8 Saturday before losing
11-4 Sunday.
The Spartans lead the WAC West
Division with a 2-1 conference record.
Fresno State and Litman are tied for
second at 1-2.
In Friday night’s game, Javier Pamus
fanned nine Rainbow batters and scattered seven hits over six-and-a-third
innings to pick up the win. Ryan
McDermott allowed no hits and fanned
two in two-plus innings of relief for the
save.
Jon Lauderdale hit the jackpot with
a towering blast over the El Dorado
Casino sign in center field in the sixth,
before the Spartans iced the game with
a three-run seventh.
was
completely
relaxed,"
"I
Lauderdale said of his home run, "and,
man, it felt so good."
"We played our best game of the year
tonight," said SJSU coach Sam Piraro.
"We earned it."
There was no argument from the
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Rainbows.
"They just outplayed us. There’s no
question," said Hawai’i coach Les
Murakami.
Pamus got into trouble in the sixth
and left after the Rainbow Warriors
narrowed the lead to 3-2.
McDermott came in and kept
Hawai’i quiet for the rest of the night.
"I had a hard time hitting my spots
with my fastball," Pamus said. "I didn’t
have what I usually have. What’s really
important is that we got the first win in
our conference."
Pamus also received WAC Pitcher of
the Week honors for his performance
against Hawai’i and earlier in the week
against Cal State-Hayward. He is now
6-0 on the year.
The Rainbows, used to playing on
A.stroTurf back home, found a pot of
errors in the San Jose Municipal
Stadium outfield, where three of the
four Hawai’i errors were committed.
"We put our best defensive outfield
out there, and they make three errors,"
Murakami said. "There’s no excuse. We
just didn’t play well."
Saturday afternoon’s game was a
laugher from the beginning. SJSU’s hitters lit up five Hawai’i pitchers for 23
runs and 21 hits.
"They were bullets," Murakami said
of the hits. "They weren’t ’nothing’ kind
of hits. They hit the ball hard."
The Spartan bats were like Chicago

Help Wanted
Campus Children’s
Center
Frances Gulland Child
Development Center, the
campus children’s center for
student parents, is
hiring dependable,
nurturing, and enthusiastic
assistants.
Must be available
11:30-2:00 MWF or 11Th.
Contact Leslie or Fran at
(408) 924-6988
Call today!
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voters -- out early and often.
"We got on them early: said &NI’
first baseman Kyle Richardson in what
can only be considered an understatement.
The Spartans scored at least one run
in every inning until the bottom of the
eighth, by which time the issue had long
since been decided.
The offensive explosion was led by
Richardson, who went four-for-four with
four RBIs, while Mike ’Wright drove in
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CENTURY GRAPHICS

[4081988-3351

fax14081988 0758
2302 CALLE DEL MUNDO, SANTA CLARA, CA 95054

_Appfy now for a ,

$17,000 in Scholarships!!

Two to each College and
One to the School of Library and Information Science
(17) $1,000 Scholarships
Seeking Applicants for the
SJSU Alumni Association Dean’s Scholarship

Wednesday,
March 4, 1998
SJSU Event Center

Open to
Undergraduates
Graduate Students

Carserms=g%
Prep
(drop-in)
WorkAbility IV office,
Student Union, 31d floor.
Monday, Muth 2
9:30am-3:00pm
ltimaday, March 3
9:30arn-3:00pm

Must Have

work4 sisu ode

Disabled Students/Jr
Association

How do you
choose between a

J.I. and
M.B.A.?
(ill

"Pot of Gold"

WVA41/

"We took it personallN. We came
out today and played solid defense,
got timelyhits. drove guys in and
job done."
t
w Rain hoe, s chased Spa rt an
startiT Christian Cooper in the fifth
inning after he gave up six hits and five
I
runs. McDermott, Jeff Baker
ed but the
ad
n Brion (lreene MIlo w.
Rainkm. fierise was relentless. pound 1:{
including two .iircl-jobs
’it) the kit, of Hansen and Darren
Blakels.
-Weiiist didn’t have it today.- Wright
said -We can’t think were Nolan Ryan
:old can strike everyone out
ouldn t I much going off of
Hawn.’ -tarter l’Arick McNair. who
hits and three runs over
,cattered
six plus iniongs tor till’ WAIL When the
Spartans did get on base. they were
often i-etrandeil, 14 SJSU runners were
It on 1/1101t. and twice the Spartans left
three docks on the pond
’We had our chances there,- Piraro
331’ had 511111e had luck. Wv hit
a
said. -nd
some ball, right at guys.Lauderdale led the SUSI.’ offense
with three has in live trips. Richardson
was also
"Jon’s le(’ell seeing the ball really
well.- Pirarii said ’’hit’’’hit’ball’s jumping
off his kit
Lauderdale’s performance. earned
1110)a nomination tor the WAC Player of
the Week award

four runs and Todd Duncan had three
RBIs. Tony James. Casey Cheshier, Rob
Douglass and Lauderdale each had two
RBI’s.
"Offimsively, we did some real good
things today,- Piraro said. "Real disciplined, taking what they gave us. capitalizing on mistakes, being opportunistic, jumping on them when the r’ iwn
. all the things you’re suppo,(31 to do.
especially against a team t hat’, a
nationally ranked ballclukWhen the Rainbow hurlers v. erent
throwing batting practice, they couldn’t
find the plate. Hawai’i issued eight
bases on balls (three to Brian Form III.
unleashed five wild pitchy., ;mil
plunked one SJSU hitter.
The Rainbows didn’t g,meriitt, much
offense until they plated fiiur runs in
the eighth. by which time all)Spa rta n
runs were tallied.
Piraro wasn’t about ni let the ti.am
get too full of itself.
"We’re smart enough to know we’re
not 15 runs better than Hawaii" he
said.
In the series finale Sunday after/limn, the teams traded 0111.s. ith the
Spartans assuming the role it
"San Jose State probald got tired.Murakami said with a chuckle -They
had toll many hits yesterday "We were pretty much emlearrasspd the first two games.- said
Rainbows catcher Lars Iiiinsen.

cgt shirtsi.4bettnet com

EXPO -z yoursell
to opportunity
at the

IN THE BOX
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3 years through Golden Gate University’s
streamlined J.D./M.B.A. program.
It’s not too late to apply!
Application Deadlines
April

15

June 1
November 16

Contact us for an information packet

3.5 Overall GPA in Major (regardless of where units were acquired)
3.0 Overall GPA at SJSU
3.0 Overall GPA (regardless of where units were acquired)
Involvement in community service
,
AlunanTher Cam. 1 .m.,,rtliy
11110
Contact your department or dean’s office for an application.
ASSIX LATION

You don’t have to. You can earn both in just

’The deadline Is March 17, 1998.

fax

phone
e maul
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Go!
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US
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PROBLEM

picture gourself at camp!

SOLUTION

BY THE WAY,
HAVE WE MENTIONED THE COST OF BOOKS?
You have more than lust education on your mind. UPS has
part-time lobs that respond to these concerns. Unloading and
loading Jobs start at $8.85 per hour. UPS Jobs can provide
important medical and dental benefits, and opportunities for
student loans. We offer all this for working 3-6 bourse day, five
days a week. UPS can help solve your economic problems so
you can focus on your academic ones.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
See UPS Representatives at the Career Expo or call

career summer
idernshi

job tar

1-888-U PS-5747.
Internships in HR Mgt., Accfg./Finance see Job Placement - Rm. BC -13.
Ativaya an Equal 0i:owner/ Employer fa&

Ii
Port of San Francisco
Summer jobs in Engineering,
Computer Science, and Planning

University

WWI
kid

CI

Edda

"F

hill

cup Nan
Summer

.7ob

Opportunities
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County
How hirine
Empower girls at our Resident or
Day camps, full of high adventure
activitiesi join our Team!
Visit us at the job fair or call:
408 287 4170, ext. 258
www.girlscouls-gsser.org

push the
boundaries.

When people are encouraged to push the
boundaries, they respond with unbridled creativity and renewed enthusiasm. And, they put
more of themselves into their work. Aspect
employees are like that. They appreciate the
environment we’ve worked so hard to create.
and
the
kind of collaborative teamwork that results in
You’ll find open minds, open doors,
innovative solutions.

ir 0051

Info/Application at Job Fair or call
415 274-0425
Application Due 3-20-98. AA/E0E

At Aspect, we’re committed to leading call center computerization into the 21st century.
As part of our telecommunications team, you’ll work on products and projects that are as
innovative and unconventional as you are. We fully support your right to zag.
Open

for

business
We have today installed more than 1,000 call centers for more than 600 customers in 15
countries. Our growth and acceptance can be explained In part by our tight business
focus. Aspect is the only company in the world to deal exclusively in call center solutions.
And, as we continue to provide high-quality solutions for our customers, we are designing
a successful future for our employees. Aspect is a great place to work. We embrace
change. We value teamwork. We value people. It’s a brand new era of possibilities.
Aspect offers outstanding career opportunities, highly competitive compensation, and a
generous benefits package, including stock options and bonuses. To find out more, please
send your resume to: Aspect Telecommunications, Attn: Staffing Department, 1730 Fox
Drive. San Jose, CA 95131-2312. Fax: (408) 325-2260. E-mail: staffing@laspect.com.
We are an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Find out more about
Aspect Telecommunications
See us at the Career Fair Wednesday, March 4th
San Jose State University Event Center
Be sure to bring your resume.

Check us out!
http://www.aspect.corn
At a dead run. it can gauge the exact instant to backhand a tennis ball traveling 95
miles an hour for a baseline winner. Calculate how electrons move in a crystal.
Compose symphonies. Even program a VCR.

ASPECT

Its your brain.
Incredibly malleable. Infinitely versatile. Awesomely inventive.
At Andersen Consulting. we want to keep it that way. So we challenge it with a
stimulating variety of assignments. Deelop it with an average of over 170 hours of
advanced training per year. Reward it with advancement. And support it with the
resources of 49,000 professionals serving clients in over 49 countries.
At Andersen Consulting. we always keep you in mind.
Ander.en Cnnsulting e. an equal upruuniniR einpltq.ei

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

San lose State link ersit> Students and Faculty ...
Thank you for attending

ANDERSEN CONSULTING DAY

k-PCOUGFIR
COAAFICINEINTO
We are a rapidly growing RF
and Microwave electronics
manufacturing company. We
have an immediate opening
for a Quality Assurance
Engineer and RF Design
Engineer. We offer excellent
benefits.

The following are our winners of gill certificates to the Spartan Bookstore:
Arshad Ali
Regis Chariot;
Juan Nguyen
Vandana Padmanahhan
For information about full-time career opportunities. be sure to stop by Career Placement
and learn when Andersen Consulting will he on campus again next fall.
Find out more about tr. on the Internet at www.ic.com

See us at the CAREER EXPO
or mail, FAX, email resume to:
Cougar Components
Attn: Human Resources
384 Santa Trinita Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
FAX 408 522-3837
email: hrOcougarcorp.com

Illednesday

March 4,1998
10 Rill - 3 PM
Event Center
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Are you
ready...

ednesda

March 4, 1998

to enter the
work force?

Event Center

career summer
interns hip

sit

!A

job fair

Career
Center
San Jose State University

24 Hour
Fitness is
now hiring

MANAGEMENT

Join one of the best
entry-level Management
Trainee Programs

in the country!

Complete

’

Untested, every idea remains an abstraction An incomplete thought No matter how elaborate, or
inspired. So, what do you think? Right now, it’s merely an educated guess Better use it, or you’ll lose it.

Alt

Your

,,,,%=1.1.
Elm

ste
w

That’s why you’ll appreciate our oppodunity Because we’re a world -leading supplier of wafer prober and
inspection produdion solutions to the semicondudor industry, you’ll be on top of every advance Our
important, evolving work keeps you on the Edge

Thought
No behemoth corporate pecking order to wad out, either Go ahead, speak your mind
Try it out You’ll have the ear of the technology’s leading experts. And they’ll not only listen. they II
copal you to see it through. Because this is one place svhere you really an

What we look for:
’Bachelor’s degree strongly preferred
’Aggressive and career-minded individuals
Enthusiasm and a desire to succeed
Experience working with people
What we offer:
’(ompetitive salary
’Medical, dental, life insurance
’401(k) and profit sharing
’Paid vacation, personal & sick days
Promotions based on performance
and merit
100% promotion from within
’Fun, professional work environment
See us at Career Expo 1998
at SJSU Event Center, March 4
Send or fox your resume to

New college grad opportunities
Software Engineers
System Test Engineers
Characterization Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Reliability Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
We offer an excellent benefits pcekage, competitive salaries and o matching 401181 savings plan Send us your resume, indenting position of interest
to: Fledroglas, Professional Employment, 2901 Coronado Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95054. FAX 14081 980-4123 E -mad. staffing@electroglacom.

eelectroglas
FOE M/F/D/If

Visit our Websde at
cam
to find out more

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Attn: HR Dept.
226 Airport Parkway, Suite 600
San Jose, (A 95110
(all: (408) 467-1300
Fax: (408) 461-1331

____-:Ln Enter

rise

rent-Car

Visit our award winning website W\vw era( tom
EN kr t :.

WWW electroglas

We would like
to invite you to
visit our booth
at the Career
Expo ’98 on
Wednesday,
March 4 from
10 am to 3 pm.

Currently we
have full-time
and part-time
openings in all
of our club
locations.
In addition,
we are looking
for Personal
Trainer interns.

Some of our
positions
include the
following:

,t0
ATH

rsiG

ivU

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Sc
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. BUSINESS ANALYSI

TAKE TECHNOLOGY
When ,orneth.ng ., too estrente for words its to the Nth degree And that , the
level of technology you II experience at Raytheon
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower Raytheon Systems
Company. composed of four maior technological giants Raytheon Electronic
Systems Raytheon E Systems Raytheon TI System, and Hughes Aircraft
The new Roytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit And
we re looking for engineers who want to push the envelope Break new ground
Make their mark
At Raytheon you II toke technology and your career
level vb. II take it to the Nth

to the highest possible

We have a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
exciting opportunities we have available Plan on visiting our booth at your
college career fair If you are unable to attend the fair then check out our web
site at www taylobs corn and please send your resume to Raytheon Staffing
PO Box 655 4 7 4 MS201 Dallas, TX 75265

ret,uniculurryloh. «Hti
If urpt www tombs cons E
U S i lizenship moy be required We ore on equal opportunity employer

Raytheon
EXPECT GREAT THINGS

Sales
Counselor
Personal
Trainer
Front Desk
Receptionist
Aerobics
Instructor
Maintenance
Operations

If you cannot
attend the fair,
please visit our
website at
www2411ou8.fitness.com

or call our job
hotline at
(800) 386-9210
24 Hour Fitness
is an Equal
Opportunity
Employer
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SUCCESS IS OUR STANDARD PROTOCOL
Become a marketing professional intent on creating
innovative client approaches
Work in an environment that recognizes talent and
rewards based on individual initiative and teamwork
Utilize state-of-the-art resources and research
capabilities
Be exposed to continuous learning and training
programs to accelerate personal growth
Gain above -average earnings potential
Seeking recent college graduates for marketing
associate positions in the Silicon Valley office of one
of the largest publicly traded NYSE firms

See us at the On -Campus Recruitment Fair on March 4
or call Ralph S. Armenio at (408) 453-2334

GrubbGEllis

Recruiting for:

TEACHERS*/TEACHER’S ASST.
DIRECTORS/ASST. DIRECTORS
FT/PT Schedules Available
Commitment to Quality

Property Solutions Worldwide’

Comprehensive Benefits
Including Health/Dental
Insurance, 401K and Paid Sick,
Vacation, and Holiday Tone
RIE Philosophy

Ongoing Training
High/Scope Curriculum

PROVIDING GLOPI.,
TECHNOLOGY SOUITIONS
FORTHE NErT MILLENNIUM

requirements for teachers 12 ECE Units

CUPERTINO, SUNNYVALE, SAN JOSE,
MORGAN HILL, CAMPBELL & REDWOOD CITY
Is,
. .1
Geld
1111111111 1 11111111 1 11111111 11

For more
Information,
Call the Job Hotline
1(888) 9C0 ICDC
EOE

CD1 a (408) 371-9900
Fax # (408) 371-7685

1

1 1. 1 1,1

11 1

1

1

1

Atmel Corporation is a world leader in the design and manufacturing of
nonvolatile memory, microcontroller and logic products.
We are looking for enthusiastic and talented new college graduates with BS or
MS degree and a desire to work with semiconductors. We provide competitive
salaries and generous benefits, and have opportunities at our headquarters in
San Jose or at out Berkeley Design Center.

1,

We are looking for ENGINEERS:
Test
Design
Product
v
Applications
1r
Manufacturing
1,
Equipment Maintenance
if

Continuously ranking as one of the most successful companies in the Silicon Valley,
Atmel welcomes you to bring your assets to the Company that is leading the way
into the future.
1 1 1 1

1
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Atmel Corporation, 2325 Orchard Parkway,
San Jose, CA 95131. Fax (408) 451-4828.
E-mail: resume@atmel.com
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Please see us at these recruiting events, or send your resume directly to Atmel.
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March 4 Career Expo ’98
March 18 IEEE Engineering Fair
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For more information, visit our website at:
www.atmel.com
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Growing into the future...

career summer
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job
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Sheraton Four Points Pleasanton
+ Front Of fict. Manager
+ Maintenance Assistant 4.

Sheraton San Jose Hotel
+ Senior Sales Manager +
+ Concierge 4.
4. Night Auditor +

Sheraton Four Points Sunnyvale
4. Sales Administrative Assistant 4.
4. The position of Guest Service Agent is also available at all three properties. 4.

We offer ideal job opportunities for college students. To inquire about these
positions or about working for our company, please stop by and visit us at our
booth on Wednesday at the Career Expo.

"Reach to
the Future!"
EXAR CORPORATION designs, develops and markets
innovative, systems-oriented analog and mixed-signal
products for video, imaging. communications and
silicon sensing. Founded in 1972 in the heart of
Silicon Valley, we are headquartered in new
state-of-the-art feciliLies in Fremont, California.
Exar has approximately 350 employees, with operabons in the United States, Europe. Taipei and Japan.
Currently we are seeking EE majors of all levels to
work in a variety of CAREER. SUMMER and COOP
engineering positions including design, test, product
development and applications.

HMT Technology, an industry leader in thin film magnetic recording technology, is pleased
to present the following opportunity. We’re seeking bright, enthusiastic students to participate in our six month, full-time co-op program from June through December 1998. In
these positions, you will report to a manager or engineer and perform project-related work
at our manufacturing facility located in Fremont. Majors sought include: Bus (Acctg, HR,
MIS, Mfg, Mktg), ChE, Chem, CmpE, Comm, CS, EdIT, EE, EnvS, IndS, ISE, MatE, Math,
ME, Phys, Psyc. Benefits for these positions include holiday pay and the option to join a
local health club. HMT offers a casual work environment with dress down Fridays and
occasional co-op movie nights and lunches. For more information about these positions
and complete job descriptions, please see our website: www.hmt.com. Please submit
resumes including GPA, date of graduation, and major to:
HMT Technology, Attn: College Relations, 1055 Page Ave., Fremont, CA 94538,
or e-mail: hr@hmttcom, or fax: 510-623-9642.

PEACE OFFICER CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
STATEWIDE LOCATIONS
Become a Correctional Officer with the

California Department of Corrections.
As a correctional peace officer, you’ll be eligible for peace
officer retirement and great benefits.

It’s not Just a ’lob"; it’s a career.
Earn from 52,355 - 53,835 per month
’After completion of tne Basic Correctional Officer Academy.
The California
Minimum Requirements:
Be a US citizen or have applied for
Department of
citizenship
Corrections (CDC) is
At least 21 years old
accepting applications
. High school diploma/GED/higher
for Correctional Officer
level degree
on a continuous basis.
Good physical condition
. No felony convictions
Legally eligible to own/possess a
firearm
Recruiters will be on campus during the 1998 SJSU Career Expo. They will have
Scannable application forms (CDC 182614197D and exam information.
Stop by and see what CDC has to offer!

6’areer
;ÆCenter
Sa^ J

ver

TOMORROW

EXAR CORPORATION offers competitive wage and
benefits packages for both career and temporary
positions. If you want to be a part of an innovative
company where employees are recognized for outstanding contributions, please come see us at the
San Jose State Career Expo on March 4th. Or send
your resume to:

March 4 1998

10 1101 - 3 Pm
Event Center

EXAR CORPORATION
48720 Kato Road, Dept. SJCE
Fremont, CA 94538
Email: career@exarcorn
EOE
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Please visit us at the Career Expo on March 4th
from 10 am -3pm in the Event Center
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Martin Luther King. Jr. is arrested in Montgomery. Alabama in 1
Cr. mes Moore The San Jose Museum of Arts exhibit runs until May 31
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place during this era in "Confronting
Violenc. l’ictures such ;is "Lav.. (
"cake, a Iuititti I. SWIIIV with a Chili" and
’’IS Nhershals Stand Guard at the
UniversitN.
look at
sfiblr11112
Mississippi 1)r.,vidi.
liii’ rilturtititit i it the era.
"It reflect, present-day struggle.
through the mirror ot N.esterday,Kimball said. "These are still c,.nte.iiitiorary issues."
Leonard Erceers "Iihick and \VIiite iii
America- and Nliitt Herron ’s "I)irect
Action. Youth, and the Nlovenient- illuIninat, the heroism and individuality in
ordinary people While Gordon Parks.
also a former Life staffer. portraN., the
private and intimate side of Malcom X.
Robert Sengstacke .ideptly captures the
passion of the Nation of Ishini devotees
in "The Separatist ,IternatiN.e. The
Nat ion of Island "This exhibit may appear to honor the
photographers, but it is really ibout the
people in the pictures.- Fitch said.
The imagery ed "We. Shall ()vercome"
artistic
is compelling and profound
eneleav,ir is combined with historical
I ied
"The phot..graplis are powerful.- said
museum patron Stacy Itodenborger."You
are face level with the individual and
there is no Nvay that you can’t be allected It’, the faces that I’ll remember 111.1,1
from this ,11,.k
1111111 Feb 22 through
fX1111,11
Mu, 31

El Fondern, reported to be 115 years old, registers to vote for the first time in his
life in Batesville. Mississippi, 1966. This photo was taken by Bob Fitch and is displayed with other photos at the San Jose Museum of Arts exhibit entitled "We Shall
Overcome Photographs from the American Civil Rights Era."
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provas. \vim also directed
"The Crow," is at his best when
dealing with tile aliens.
Backed by a gritty mid dark
set, the Strangers seem tositimp
off t he screen.
With their oblong bodies and
black suits they steal the inter
c\...ryonei accept Proyas,
who is more mt (Tested in
searching for a social conimenery on human ’nu. it
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as reveni..te and love
’Flu’ special effects are good
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paced siii.pen,. driven
last
roller coaster of a production
for the fir,t .15 liiiinites
it -Dark
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dire. t,.1 and mitt ti ut ii Al. \
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CHICKEN OR BEEF BROCCOLI
OVER RICE WITH A DRINK

WNG15
Food To Go!

75

Chinese Cuisine
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+ TAX
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* 1 block south of campus
* Located on the corner of S. 10th
& E. William St.

\1.111.1111t*

294-3303 OR 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th
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It was a perforrnatIce you
v.-mild expect to Set in a smoky
Las \*egas lounge -- not down tilt It San Jose.
litit it happened A Neil
Diamond c,.i..erit ribut e band.
Sip -r I)iarnond. played to it full
lions.. at The 1."sual on Friday
night.
it was The t’suars sectind
imniversary party. so nattirally
the, club needed a band that was
glamorous and knew the nit.;ming of "excess" to play the big
partN. Super I)ianiond fit the.
description .. and then some
These Neil l)iiiniond fimat ic-tbrought
In riled ...lit era :liners
every aspect of the ’70s back to
life t hat people who survived the
evil wished were dead.
Excessive, glittery shirts.
Excessive gold medallions.
Excessive chest hair exposure
Excessive
liallucinatiims
where a musician thinks his guitar is a large penis
Super Diamond had and did it
all
I.ead singer Handy Corder.).
a k a
was
Surreal
Neil,
Diamond circa 1972’s "Ilot
August Night" live. uihuurm, hits
deep baritone. voice matched
Diamond in his prime.
Any normal person attempting to sing like this
say in the

SUPER MEAL DEAL

DOWN w n
N1,111.1.11
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Rufus Sewell discovers that bald, pasty -faced aliens in trench i out,
are usually up to no good in the futuristic thriller "Dark City"
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The SPARTAN DAILY
PhYdl/SPEd/1414erVad/grad/OTI STUDENT a/or PRO THERAPISTS ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AUTOS FOR SALE
makes no claim for products or SLPs: Learn/do Discrete Trial for Autistic girl. $124-/hour, more PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teachers
services advertised below not Is Teaching w/3 yo autistic girl. Exp. for expenence. Paid training. Part- and Aides. Substitute positions
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
91 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE
there any guarantee Implied. The a + but not rect’d, 4-8 hrs/wk, flex- time afternoons & weekends. are also available that offer flexiOnly $57.00 per year
ble hours. ECE units preferred but In excellent condition!! Will
classified columns of the Spartan ible. Pay commensurate w/exp. Please call 408/946-8211.
Save 30% 60%
riot required. Please contact take best offer. Call 297-0811.
Daily consist of paid advertising 15 min form campus. 9253944.
on your dental needs.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 6.90- Cathy at 244-1.968 x16.
and offerings are not approved or
For info call 1-800 6553225.
1985 MUSTANG SVO 89.500
verified by the newspaper.
VETERINARY ASSISTANT. reliable $9.28/hour. Recreation leaders
person needed 25-32 hrs/week, needed for camps, sports attendant. TECHNICAL WRITER Position miles. Good shape. Original
some experience helpful. Call gymnastic instructor, therapeutic available 5 hours per week. Must owner. $3,300 obo. Charcoal
MIORAMM
recreation staff. sped al interest dass be enrolled in SJSU School of gray turbo-charged SVO. Tires
3746114 or Fax 3746295.
EMPLOYMENT
instructor & lifeguards. Contact English. Contact the Student Union and suspension in excellent
RAISE
$500 IN ONE WEEK.
maintenance
condition.
Major
..HELP NEEDED TO CARE FOR CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK the City of Santa Clara, 9843257. Director’s Office. 9246310.
Fundraising opportunities
work performed in July 1996,
SPECIAL NEEDS YOUNG ADULT. at remodeled Chevron stations.
:Salary negotiable. Live-in or out. 2 locations. 6.50/hour. F/T. PROGRAMMERS, WILL TRAIN. NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT paperwork available. Upgraded available. No financial obligation,
Great for clubs.
-Requirements: Applicants must P/T, flex hours. Call 295-3964. FT/PT, Delphi, Paradox. Access. Work in the Great Outdoors. stereo - removable cassette
For more information call
Competitive compensation. Send Forestry. Wildlife Preserves, Con- deck with four speakers and
have patience and a good heart. Ask for Ophelia.
-woofer).
Plus ext. 51.
1888151-A
(sub
&
more.
bazooka
tube
Firefighters
cessionaires.
408-448-3200
or
fax:
resume,
Must be able to watch her in the
Competitive wages + benefits. email to ddonoho@aol.com or
afternoon after school. 3 or 4 TEACHERS/AIDES FT or PT. email:info@wdatatec.com.
ext.
call
408-979-0572.
517.324-3110
how!
us
Ask
days per week until father gets NAEYC Accredited schools in S’vale.
HOIMM EXCHANGE
home. Also on weekends when Work w/ P.S. or SA children. Great MOBILE DJ COMPANY Must be N60411.
.father is working. PREFER FEMALE job for student Exp. & Ed. preferred. able to work Fri & Sat Have own car.
HAWAII HOUSING EXCHANGE.
Outgoing, personable & responsible. ASIAN INDIAN SPERM DONOR
AUTO SERVICES
- APPLICANTS I! For more info or an Call Sharon 408/738-1385.
3 bdrm/2bath home with great
Interested in various music types. NEEDED! Loving couple hoping to
interview, please call Allan at
mountain views. Convenient
WADES DYNAMIC
408-8108900 or 408-923-6900. TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted. Will train. Starting pay $15/hour + find someone with Asian Indian
location to Honolulu. University and
BODY
REPAIR
AUTO
hair,
brownbackground with black
Small World Schools has Part mileage. Call 489-2717.
black eyes. 5’5" & over. Age 18- ’ Specializing in minor & mid-size beaches, Need exchange in
PART-TME POSMONS AVAJLABLE Time and Full -Time. a.m, and
mid-peninsula area 7/98 to 6/99.
hour
service
damage 24
:at $6.00/hr. Posting flyers on p.m., permanent and summer OPPORTUNITY TO EARN 84725 38. Generous compensation.
Call 808-956-7082.
’Free pick up ’Free delivery
_campuses. Set your own hours. positions available. Units in CD. Education Award through Amen If you can help us, please call
Free detailing ’Free estimates
ECE, Psych. Soc. or Rec required. corps at the San Jose Conserva- 1-800886-9373 ext. 6608.
).800-696-5728,
’All makes & models
If you are interested in working tion Corps. Seeking self-motivated
INSTRUCTION
’Insurance Work
with a high quality child care individuals to work with "at risk"
ATTENTION
*Tel 408/287-8337
High
EVENTS
positions.
for
year-long
youth
x
2L
408-379-3200
company call
Education and Science Majors
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Pgr 408/920-1102
School diploma required & ability
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
accepting students who wish to
"Where quality is a must"
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We to get class B license. $6.25 *IMPLORING YOUR FARM IN GOO?
is looking for enthusiastic
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
2-3 day service with damages
sell discount subcriptions to Bay hourly plus benefits. Full/Partrime. Have questions?
instructors for our afterschool
levels welcome: Beginning.
do
not
exceed
$500
or
that
*Curious?
EOE.
408/2837164.
Science Clubs & Summer Camps. Area newspapers. Auto dialers. Call Joe
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
repair is at no cost "FREE".
’Need a study break?
Flexible hrs. gam-9pm. Downtown
K 6th Grade. Will Train.
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
fun!
friends,
have
Make
BICYCLE MESSENGER
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
$15/1w.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
To Apply Please Call
Call Bill #1 408-298-6124.
INSURANCE
Every Wednesday. 5:30-7:00pm
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Promotions 494-0200.
1-800-2139796.
Student Union, Pacheco Room
Great for Students!
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
INSURANCE
AUTO
(Except 3/11. 4/8Montalvo Rmi
Serving Downtown Sanitise.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
’somata - APPUCATIONS NOW
30 Years Teaching Experience
Campus Insurance Service
Everyone Welcome! *
Inner City Express.
Women ages 21-29, healthy.
being accepted for servers who
On. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Programs
Special Student
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. Episcopal Canterbury Community
responsible, all nationalities.
are energetioc. friendly, and hard
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Serving SJSU for 20 years
408293-2401. ABLange@aol.com
Give the gift of life!
working. Day and Evening shifts
Professors of Piano
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
http://merrters.acitcom/EpiCcmrnS1
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
. available. Apply in person: 2-4, M. $3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
National Teachers Guild Assn.
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
P/T Elementary Schools.
at The Old Spaghetti Factory, 51 Bonus fcx Cursive & Japanese donors.
National Suzuki Assn.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Degree or Credential NOT Required. MISSING SOMETHING?
PLEASE CALL WWFC
N. San Pedro. downtow n San Jose.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Mutti-car"
"Family
Student"
"Good
boost"
spintual
Expenence.
Need
a
Teaching
for
Opportunity
800-314-9996
Starting $20/hr.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Need a break? Try Out:
Need Car.
DRIVERS WANTED, P/T OR F/T
Call 4082416662
FREE
QUOTE
Group
Support
Enlightenment
Mal:
ext.
408
The
4081287-4170
VOIM
WAREHOUSE POSITION
$9.00 to $11.00 per hour.
in Santa Clara foryour
NO HASSLE
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
EOE/ME
AVAILABLE MON. FRI.
Apply at Pizza A Go Go
FREE FIRST LESSON-INTERVEW
NO OBLIGATION
15 he Book Cafe Center
Part time 3pm to 7pm
117 E. San Carlos St.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
3483-95 S. Bascom
VALET PARKING Local company
Detail Oriented Order Puller
(408)9788034
looking for people Flexible
$6.00 Per Hour
ASSISTANT: 5-20 HOURS/WEEK
GREEK MESSAGES
schedule. PT/FT Earn 58 00 to Gnostic:All faiths & interdelliminahcnal LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Work for a company that
Database Entry/Maintenance.
Others say "Its always new and vital." ’Low Down / Monthly Payments
$15 pei hour. 867 7275
truly appreciates its staff.
Word Perfect and ACT. Located
KAPPA
DELTA SORORITY welcomes
life..."
Refused
*No
Dnver
me
in
my
supports
"It
person,
Apply
in
Call
Alameda.
The
at 880 and
all to the Shamrock Showcase Lip
"I get in contact with the real me." *Cancelled or Rejected
DRMNG INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
1404 So. 7th St. San Jose
1 888 908 7456 x 9200.
Sinc Contest. March 5th. 7pm.
Dui .Suspended License
Will Train. Must have clean DMV. "I expenence wholeness "
Corner of 7th & Alma.
Loma Pneta Roan. 4 info: 279-9035.
*Accidents ’Tickets
Suggested Donation
Flexible hours. Call 3634182.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
’Immediate SR Filings
drop-in childcare centers for 2 12 WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS Immectiate Openings Start Today! The pnce you pay for a movie.
’SIGMA ALPHA MU FRATERNITY.
*Good Driver Discount
for USMC OCS and flight training
year olds.
Celebrating 35 years at SJSU
Non/Owner Operator
Flex PT/FT positions
Salary 30 36K/yr. Tuition assis DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
Now recruiting all majors’
Sam -8pm. Monday Saturday
HEALTH & BEAUTY
tance available Must be: F"T one on one in company car. Good
Days. Eve. Weekends
Learn
about the "2.97" Sammies!
Free Phone Quotes
student or possess BABS, driving & teaching skill. HS Grad.
Min 6 ECE required
Call Stu: (VM) 408793-5105.
’ Call Us Now...
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
US citizen. under 28 years old. Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
Team environment
’ (408) 241-5400
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Call Capt. Sosa at 408 971 3791. No exper nec Training provided.
Benefits available
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
Custom hours ot ’ft. Good pay.
Specialist. Confidential.
Call Corp Office 2607929.
CAMPUS CLUBS
Your own probe or disposable.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K8 school 999W. San Carlos St. 971 7557.
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
seeks responsible individuals for www deluxedr,,,ing.com
$ TELESALES / GOLF $
Auto Insurance
BLACK MASQUE HONOR SOCIETY
247-7486
extended daycare. P,T in the
Sports Minded. Aggressive,
LOW RATES
now accepting applications for fall
afternoon. No ECE units are IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Money Motivated. High Income
membership. Minimum req 3 0
Receptionist. Office Clerk
SR 22’s on the Same Day
MEN & WOMEN
required. Previous expenence with
Potential! For Interview Contact
Cum GPA, SR 190 unimlsm, demo
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
children preferred. Please contar I Sales. Customer Support
James SI 408295-4810.
Hiring Now - Bilingual
leadership on campus, community
Technician, Testing Optr.
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
Cathy at 244 1968 x16
Contact: Roxanne Hood. Sr’
lEnglish/Spanish)
Warehouse Clerk
or using chemicals. Let us pemia.
FOODSERVERS
unwanted
hair.
9241120.
nentiv
remove
your
Cal
408/942-8866
STUDENT
CUUNARY
BUSSERS
P1-IN’ 408247-3734
Work With C0111,110f. 1.11 equipment or fax to 408/942-8260
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
BARTENDERS
FAX:
408-247
5417
faculty
Electronix
Staffing
Services.
EOE
Tummy
etc.
Students
&
at Keystone Restaurant Supply,
Contact
COMPUTERS ETC.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
preparing food from recipes to 17733 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Darlene or Rob
1i2 price if made before 5/30/98.
generate interest in equipment Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave
After 11:00arn
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E
and to test recipes variations for turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
Tuesday Saturday
We buy. sell & trade 11111)Ut,S.
Campbell Ave. 1117. Campbell
future use Operate test kitchen
La Rinconada Country Club
486. Pentium. Mac, & Notebooks.
(408) 379-3500.
on Wednesdays. other demos. BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
14595 Clearview Dnve
Certain advertisements in
Refurb’d equipment is warrantied
Earn to $25.00/hr salary tips.
etc. as needed. $8 00 hour.
Los Gatos, CA 95032
these columns may refer the
5263 Prospe, r RI Si. betw Hwy
Students needed in the immediate LOSE WEIGHT FOR THE SUMMER
Contact. Ric McKown
(408)3954181
reader to specific telephone
85 & 280 r 4,1’ Lawrence Expy
area Full time/pad time openings.
Safe and fast. all herbal Free
International Commissary Corp.
numbers or addresses for
408-873-8070
money
back
day
30
consultation.
Call today 1 650 968 9933.
additional Information.
ECE STUDENTS: Join the teaching 491 W San Carlos St
408/792 3,180.
International Bartenders School.
Classified readers should be
team at our NAEYC accredited. San Jose, CA 95110
corporate sponsored, work site Fax 408279 3742 or
reminded that, when making
TRAVEL
SECURITY
LOSE WEIGHT. FEEL GREAT!!!
child care center at Good Sam Call 408 7923133.
these further contacts, they
Full and Part Time Positions
Natural. Doctor recommended.
should require complete
Hospital! Flexible schedules to
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
Graves Swings and Weekends
George lost 20 lbs in 3 weeks,
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
work around your class & study
Information before sending
EUROPE SUMMER ’98
Low key job sites
Free samples. 408/7920323
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
money for goods or services.
needs. ECE units & experience
WESTCOA51 DEP ‘, 5-imP T
Will train
Great for Students.
In addition, readers should
required. FAX resume 4085592619
T
Mexico Caritin $209
Atx,oin Pnvate Security
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
carefully investigate all firms
or call 408559-2453.
HAWAII $119 ii
408-247-4827
SCHOLARSHIPS
We pay Or T after Ft hours!
offering employment listings
Call 415 834 9192
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
orcoupons for discount
INTERNET SOLUTIONS COMPANY
http. ,www alrhItch org
AN ASTOUNDING UST
vacations or merchandise.
Seeks HTML & Java Programmers. Call 408286 5880 a app./ in person 51,000’s Weekly Processing Mall
of Grants and Scholarships
$1 Per Envelopel1407) 2,15 7393.
7ani to 7prii 7 days a week
No experience nec. but knowledge
Call 8889994731
Free $10 Phone Card Just for calling.
555D Meridian Ave. Si.
of HTML and indepth knowledge
of C a plus. Rex schedule. 1021)
hrs/week. Rates: $12. but neg.
based on skill 8, exp. Resumes to
alli@imservice.com or fax 10 650
328-4350. Prefer CS major/minor.
FOR N ATIONAI, / At:EWE RATES ( IT 408-924-3277
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
plus. Other duties include light
office work, shipping & receiving.
Team player mentality a must
Campbell. CA. Fax resume to
JILJUI.JULE-1[-IJEJUJJ[JUIULI11L.11.1[JUJUQUILALIULI
408/370-5743.

DAILY CLASSIFIED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing industry. Excellent earn
Ings & benefits potential. All major
employers. Ask us how! 517 324
3115 ex! . A60411.
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS
Earn to $2,000/month. Free worii
travel (Europe, Caribbean. etc.).
Get the 41 source! Ring: 19191
9331939 ext. C238.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
up to $600/monthl
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males, 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1650 324 1900, M F. 84:30.

61500 weekly potential

mailing
our circulars. Free information,
Call 410 783 8272

TILEMANKETN40 POSITIONS
available. Easy hours. Good
money Ask for Mike, 261 1323

MISS SNP & LNOTOUPI JOU
Excellent benefits. World Travel
Ask us how! 517 324-3090 ext.
C60411.

LOCAL RATFS

[:11[:LILIJJLILILLILILIQUILULALIJJLILICILIQUIJUILILI

RENTAL HOUSING

SHARED HOUSING

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrrn/2 bath. Very clean.
Security type dog. Laundry. cable,
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-$1045 9no
Call 2889157.

ROOM IN NEW 2BR/2 BA CONDO
$900/mo. 2 pers max. Nr light rail.
No smoking.Park’g aval. 218-2177.

2 BDRM. APARTMENT - $950/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
14081 295-6893.

TUTORING
ENGUSH TUTOR
Speaking, Wnting & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica 14081978-8034

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving, Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

SERVICES
TAX PREPARAT1ON487-3203.
R.D. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy
Schedule your appointment.
Day Evening Weekend
ComputenzallicensedBonded
wRmNG HELP. F,ist professional
ghostwriting.
ed,t,ng rew
"’’’"- aPOlication
Es’,"
r

,r to. please call
etc F
at 510-601-9554.
Dave B.,
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall

One
Two
Day
Days
3 lines
$7
$.5
4 lines
$6
$8
5 lines
$7
$9
6 lines
$10
$13
$1 for each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the Ilth day. rate increases by V per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines $70
10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines $110

Five Add.ress
Days
$13 r,r, 4 Si.rrcork
$14
$15
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located inn Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
IN All ads are prepaid IIII No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive pubhcabons dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
SportsdThnlis’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 cloys. Ads must be placed in person
in DE3H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community

WORD PROCESSING
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING.
’Theses ’Term Papers ’Resumes
’Group Projects
All formats. including APA 4th Ed.
Laser Printer. Experienced,
Dependable. Quick Return.
Almaden/Branhani area.
i40812644504.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Tenn papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects,etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications for meci/law school. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 9724992.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabiar, and other formats.
Resumes. editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
CalPaul or %/roma 408-251-0449.
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Tenn
Papers. Nursing. Group Projects.
Resumes. All Formats. Specializing
in APA Spelling; Grammar/
Punctuation Editing. 24+ yrs Up
WP
Laser PAM’S
PRORS,SICW/IL WAD PROCESSING.
247 2681, 8am-8pm.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Harlow of film
5 Chart
10 Geodesic
14 Not in use
15 Western event
16 Lambs pen
name
IT Chew ion)
18 Caravan stops
19 Hunters trophy
20 Private place
22 Reads
24 Alley
25 Polka follower
26 Dressmakers
aid
29 Cal abbr
32 Feathered
talkers
36 Reed instrument
37 Lady from
Madrid
39 Boxing great
40 Time e g
43 Musical notes
44 Columbus native
45 Sharp flavor
46 Lieu
48 Plus
49 Move a bit
50 Crumple up
52 Type of pie or
wrestling
53 Misted
57 Diplomatic:
maneuvering
61 Chet
62 Bright
64 Singer
Diamond
65 Poker stake
66 Like Princeton s
walls
67 Discussion
68 Adolescent
69 Verdant
70 Wild plum
1 L vely dances

Name

ROOM IN NICE HOME. Near light
$450/mo. including utilities.
Mature female. No smoking or
drugs Call 993-1004.

Daily

DOWN

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

Downtown 3rd ST. ROOM 4 RENT
$375/mo + $300 dee, 1/4 util.
Female. nonsmoker. 287-9246.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

OOMEI MMMM MOM
MUG= ROOM MMOM
OMMMO MOMMMUMWO
OMM MOOMM IMMO
OMOM
MOOMMO
MOUGMIO OOMMO
OMMOM MMMO =MO
MUM MOO@ BOOM
ODOM @MOM MUMUM
UMOOM OONMMO
MMUOWM
MEM
@MOOR =ABM 000
UMMUOMOMM MMUMQ
MOM MOM MOUMM
MOO MUM OMMM
33 River nymph
.:Oriellelosiy,
i Astronaut
34 Onward
V., Char
Shepani
4 Recent riff 14.11
.1: Be quiet,
38 Stimpy s pal
5 Bunch
41 New
6 Be a gadabout
7 Classifieds
.1; Pupils
.1 Respond to the
8 Chirp
a i 1,,,,i i
alarm
gwdentrigtooi49(cMee-break
10 Sheriff’.
treat
51 New Jersey
assistant
it Bullfight cheer,
hockey player
12 Speed unit
Y7 1 oni.r blouse
-cc Out lehnel"
13 Has a meal
sri ,..orobread
21 Minititi ire
asadog
one way
,‘, By
t,, learn
21 Si eaker of
51. I i...e a
Latin
26 tins e ie s hat
springboard
57 Feudal land
27 Germ, e sub
58 Make
28 C, molder
accessory
waterproof
29 Malt, , r mass
59 Rural
sir ht
folowfr
Mff,rnriurgoi
60 Actress
goons,
Sr mrner
lb Wanderer
63 By way of

MEM IMMO MINIM
UM= MEM MOMM
MIMI =WM NM
MIME= MMUMMEM
MI=
MEM
add= HEM MINNIE
’AM MUM MEM
WEEMEMINIMMINIMME
MOM MIME WM
MEMM WI= MOM
MEd
MEM
diddlOWIN
OM MEd= NM
MEM MIMEO MEM
MIME inn= ME

’2+2+2’ equals more qualified engineers
It Cindy Scat-ben"
eNe.al oe, e
Silicon Valley’s high-tech companies are begging
tor toddled engineers. and universities cannot
supply enough graduates, according tee Nabil
Ibrahim. :associate dean of the College of
Engineering at San -lose State, University
"Empheytrs are recruiting overseas to fill
State.
Ibrahim said. "San
vacancies he
Uniye.rsity saw a need and created an advanced
technology education program which should
attract more of our students into thee technical
field."
The Department of Commerce estimates that
more than 100,000 IIVW high-tech jobs will open
each year through 2095, but U.S. universities will
provide only 24,000 graduate’s in the’ information technology fields annually.
The SJSU Office of Educational Planning tend
Resources reported that 2,543 students applied to
the college eef engineering in 1995.

Program welcomes all
Ibrahim hopes tic attract a diverse group of students through a high-tech training program
known as the 2+2+2 concept.
le said the program will accept students at the
high ,heeeel, community cc llege and tiniveNity cv-

els.
Thriieigh the program, universities and industry
leaders are forming partnerships to educate and
train students in manufacturing and infiermation
systems technology. according to Ibrahim.

Location is everything

"We’ are’ taking advantage. Of Inn- metropolitan
Ii cat ion to Silicon Valley," Ibrahim said. "San Jose
State is intimately and closely involved with
Silicon Valley"
The National Science Foundation liked SJSU’s
Silicon Valley le cat ion and its engineering school
and awarded SJSU a $200,000 grant in August to
fund the 2+2+2 pilot program. according to
Ibrahim.
’The foundation will give SJSU $200,000 each
year tier three years tee coordinate and develop the
initial program’s curriculum.- Ibrahim said. "The
foundation wants the’ program tee succeed so it can
be. extended to other parts of the country."

Senate: Changes
Continued from page 1
can vote for department chairs
did not go as smoothly. Two
amendments were voted on,
both failed. The end result was
that faculty could cast nominations for department chairs of
multiple departments.
The worry that part-time
teachers would
outweigh
tenured teachers was thee main
concern. Professors voiced a
concern that teachers without
a "vested" interest could sway
voting.
The re’commendation stood
as written, "Only regular
e tenured and tenure-track I faculty may vote on nominations
for department chairs.The last resolution dealt
with the. appointment of the
presHent
Associated
of

Tops out of 112

The Society i if Manufiicturing Engineers will
award 5.151’ a $100,000 Manufacturing
Engineering Education I’lan Grant this year. The
socitly selected 5.151’ e cut of 112 other S. colleges
and iiniversit Ms that applied. according to Michael
Kelk the. foundation’s proposal reviev, committee

Students or his/her designee tee
on
l’eannuttee
the
Committees.
Some issues th.it will he of
importance tee students we -re.
bre cu gut up, but not voted
upon.
The’ issue of how teachers
and students .ire tee treat
papers which ILive be ’en previously used may be changed. An
amendment was offered ask lug that students and teachers
consult each other on finding a
new topic when the essignment has been pn.viously denle
by the student.
The. task eel choosing
"Outstanding Professor" may
also be ch:inged. It may 1111)W
given to a lie ’w CMIlmittvp
which has 12 student s: the current committee only has twee.

chairman.
Reed Hilliard, general manager of HewlettPackard’s Instrument Support Solutions Division,
approves the 2+2+2 initiative and said HewlettPackard contributed $40,000 to the program so far.
"The program is well -suited to what HP is interested in and the program makes sense," Hilliard
said. "But I doubt the program will provide the
thousands of employees needed in the high-tech
market."

Internships on the horizon
The initial program will be completed in three
years and Ibrahim hopes to have 50 students in
each phase of the curriculum at that time.
Lina Melkonian, SJSU Career Center director,
helps students find internships in many fields and
said high-tech employees are especially in high
demand.
"The internship is a vital component of the
2+2+2 program," Melkonian said.
High school students committed to the program
take. basic information technology courses at their
schools and then an industry internship arranged
between universities and cooperating companies.
Upon graduation and completion of the internship,
the student will obtain a certificate of information
technology, and enter the work force or continue
the’ program at a community college.

Students may also enter the program at the
community college level and take math, science
and information technology courses in addition to
general education classes.
They will also intern at participating Silicon
Valley high-tech companies.
Upon completion, students may enter the work
force with an associate’s degree in manufacturing
and information systems technology or continue
their education at a university.
There they will complete upper division information technology courses and an industry internship and enter the work force with a bachelor’s in
manufacturing and infbrmation systems engineering.
More options, the better
The 2+2+2 program also accepts engineer technicians who are already employed to enhance their
skills and maintain employment by earning a certificate in application of manufacturing information systems, according to Ibrahim.
Henry Tran, an electronics student at Yerba
Buena High School in San Jose, said he would like
to look into the program’s options.
"The program sounds interesting, and I like the
idea of a guaranteed job market," Tran said.

Fong: Dwellings

Housing: Unaffordable

Continued from page

Continued from page 1
Santa Clara Housing Authority, up
from $830 in 1990.
Merz said he has already received
applications and deposits for all the
affordable housing units, even
though the project won’t be finished
until September.
Kristin Williams, a graduate student at San Jose State University
wants to live alone but has been
unable to find housing within her
budget.
Williams applied for financial aid
fin- the first time in January to help
her with her bills.
"If the rent wasn’t so much, I
could aflitrd my tuition." Williams
said. "I was hoping it would be easicr. I thought I would be able to budget but it wasn’t realistic."
Fong’s press secretary. Roger

1

said. "Our core
-I worry about indebtedness,"
mission is to make it affiirdable." Hansen said there were
e Aweigh rooms to accommodate all the student applications
t his year, but agreed affordable housing is problematic in
the county.
-I wish we had more housing fbr students," Hansen said,
Diaz. who said he applied too late to get in the dorms,
thinks the system makes it difficult for hint not to get into
debt.
-In order tier you to get loan money the school doesn’t
want .feti working full time, but you can’t afford the (hemsInge prices unless you do." Diaz sees himself in a Catch 22
Ice cause. he hasn’t got enough money to move to the Silicon
Valley area, but, because he’s living with his parents, he
doe.sn’t quid it fiat the money he needs.
Diaz thinks state resources weuld be better spent in gett log
(1111Ckly inch easily to students like himself. He
de eesn’t see, why it should be’ such a big deal getting stuele.i et s ;e le ecc cost loan in ie county where thene is such a high
ceest eet .1 ic I tig.
mei like- they’re giving it tee you." he’ said.

Wildermuth, said the Enclave’s
affordable housing targets the working poor.
Williams said basing aflitrdable
housing eligibility in San Jose on the
median income doesn’t make. sense
in a county where salaries are so
high.
"The median income’ is really
skewed here," Williams said.
Average earnings per job in Santa
Clara County in 1995 were $42,707,
but just $30,194 in the state, according to the California Department of
Finance.
Williams is hoping her loan will
go through.
"If not, I don’t know what I’m
going to do," Williams said. "Maybe.
pick up a second job."

AFREEFRUITOPIAfi

GET
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A

LARGE POPCORN

Offer good after 9:00 PM at participating AMC theaters

Some people
can buy
their it
out of atiNthing.

the past.

NEWMAN
SAMNDON
HACKMAN
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EATRES

CATCH THE LAST FLICK, GET A FREEBIE!

BOOKSTORE

is giving away free passes today between 12:30 pm and 1 p.m. for you and a guest to
see a special advance screening of PAIIUGHT on Wednesday, March 4th in Santa Clara.
(Passes are ha,ted and oa a first come, f,rst served base) And stop by the Bookstore Friday, March 6th
between 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. and meet the man behind the words, Richard Russo!
TWILIGHT OPENS NATIONWIDE MARCH 6TH AND IS RATED R

